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Abstract
In this work we report new results concerning the question of dynamical mass
generation in the Lorentz and PCT violating quantum electrodynamics. A
one loop calculation for the vacuum polarization tensor is presented. The elec-
tron propagator, “dressed” by a Lorentz breaking extra term in the fermion
Lagrangian density, is approximated by its first order: this scheme is shown
to break gauge invariance. Then we rather consider a full calculation, to sec-
ond order in the Lorentz breaking parameter: we recover gauge invariance
and use the Schwinger-Dyson equation to discuss the full photon propagator.
This allows a discussion on a possible photon mass shift as well as measurable,
observable physical consequences, such as the Lamb-shift.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The PCT theorem states that if a field theory satisfies the following axioms: a) locality,
b) Lorentz invariance and c) analiticity of the Lorentz group representation in the boost
parameters, the PCT transformation is a symmetry of the theory itself [1]. In this context,
the invariance under the Lorentz group represents one of the fundamental axioms in the
construction of a relativistic quantum field theory, which includes the minimal SU(3) ×
SU(2)× U(1) Standard Model.
The possibility of nature to reveal a small violation of the Lorentz and PCT symmetries
has been object of an intense research which includes different areas of physics, ranging
from Quantum Optics to Neutrino Physics [2]. However, up to now, there is no conclusive
experimental evidence for the violation of axiom b).
From the theoretical standpoint, there arose a controversy on a possible Chern-Simons-
like term generated through radiative corrections in an extended version of Quantum Elec-
trodynamics (QED) [3] - [8]. In fact, some authors claimed that the addition to the QED
Lagrangian density of a renormalizable and Lorentz violating term such as ∗
LLB = −b
αψ¯γαγ5ψ (1)
induces a Chern-Simons-like term, namely,
LCS =
1
2
cµǫ
µαβγFαβAγ. (2)
∗where :
• bα is a set of four constants, which selects a preferencial direction in space-time, thus violating
Lorentz invariance;
• ψ represents the electron field;
• γ5 a hermitian matrix with the properties {γ5, γα} = 0 and trγ5γ
αγβγγγδ = 4iǫαβγδ .
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thus violating the Lorentz and PCT symmetry. Note that such a term (2) does not destroy
the gauge invariance of the action.
As a matter of facts, at least two questions arose :
• As soon as Lorentz symmetry is violated, one could wonder about the validity of any
calculation : should one consider - as done for example in [5] - that the loop momenta
phase space is no longer Lorentz covariant? Should the regularization preserve Lorentz
invariance? Here, we shall follow the conservative point of view initiated by Colladay
and Kostelecky in which the sole breaking of Lorentz invariance comes from the added
Lagrangian (1).
• The Lagrangian (1) modifies the fermion propagator and two approches are possible.
Do an expansion in bα of the propagator which amounts to consider (1) as a new
interaction: we call this approch a perturbative one. Either try to compute with the
complete bα dependent fermion propagator: we call this approach a non-perturbative
one.
Then, if the Lorentz breaking is the minimal one and the electron propagator expanded in
powers of bα , and if the theory is correctly defined through Ward identities and normalisation
conditions, no Chern-Simons term appears [7]†. A similar result was first obtained in the
analysis due to Coleman and Glashow [3] and this result was afterwards confirmed through
a proper-time approach by Sytenko and Rulik [8].
In this work we intend to reexamine the role of gauge invariance and the issue of its
possible breaking; moreover, we want to study a possible dynamical mass generation for
the photon. So, we compute the vacuum polarization amplitude Πµν in QED (regulated
†This is due to the fact that such a term (2) is a kind of minor modification of the gauge fixing
term, and then no renormalised. Then, if absent at the classical level, it remains absent at the
loop level.
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by means of the gauge invariant Pauli-Villars-Rayski (P-V-R) scheme [10]) when the tiny
Lorentz breaking term (1) is added.
First, in Section 2, and in the spirit of [13], we consider the loop expansion of the vacuum
polarization tensor when the fermion propagator that results from the QED Lagrangian
density modified by term (1) is the upper mentionned ”non perturbative one”. However, to
simplify the discussion and thanks to the smallness of parameter bα, we approximated the
infinite series in bα by its linear contribution, to each order in the ~ perturbative series. This
procedure essentially consists in dressing the fermion propagator with linear corrections in
bα. However, this scheme suffers from many difficulties and we do not pursue its study.
Second, in a more standard way, in Section 3 we consider (1) as an interaction term
and then do a double expansion in bα and ~. We give the complete one loop calculation to
second order in the breaking parameter bα . As expected from general results [7] we check
that gauge invariance is recovered and, if an adequate normalization condition is chosen, the
photon may remain massless.
Then, in Section 4, the full photon propagator will be obtained by summing the perturba-
tive series through the Schwinger-Dyson Equation [11], allowing for a detailed discussion on
the dynamical mass generation (the pole shifting in the photon propagator). Consequences
on the Lamb-shift are also addressed.
Finally, some concluding remarks are offered in Section 5.
II. THE ONE LOOP VACUUM POLARIZATION TENSOR IN EXTENDED QED
In the extended version of QED, defined by the Lagrangian density
L = −
1
4
FµνF
µν −
1
2α
(∂µA
µ)2 + ψ¯(i/∂ − e/A− /bγ5 −m)ψ, (3)
the fermion propagator is
S(l) =
i
/l −m− /bγ5
=
∞∑
n=0
i
/l −m
{
−i /bγ5
i
/l −m
}n
=
∞∑
n=0
Sn(l),
and its linear approximation, used in that section, writes:
4
SL(l) = S0(l) + S1(l) =
i
/l −m
− i
i
/l −m
/bγ5
i
/l −m
, (4)
In that linear approximation, the one-loop vacuum polarization tensor is
Πµν(p,m, b) = −(−i e)2
∫
d4l
(2π)4
Tr[γµSL(l)γνSL(l + p)]. (5)
Πµν(p,m, b) then admits the decomposition
Πµν(p,m, b) = Πµν0 (p,m) + Π
µν
b (p,m, b) + Π
µν
bb (p,m, b). (6)
In the last expression,
Πµν0 (p,m) = e
2
∫
d4l
(2π)4
Tr[γµS0(l)γ
νS0(l + p)]
is the usual QED vacuum polarization tensor,
Πµνb (p,m, b) = e
2
∫
d4l
(2π)4
Tr[γµS0(l)γ
νS1(l + p) + γ
µS1(l)γ
νS0(l + p)] (7)
is the linear bα contribution, and
Πµνbb (p,m, b) = e
2
∫
d4l
(2π)4
Tr[γµS1(l)γ
νS1(l + p)] (8)
is a O(b2) contribution to the polarization tensor, whose thorough calculation will be one of
the focuses of the present work.
Diagrammaticaly, the expansion (6) may be represented by the series
Πµν(p,m, b) ≡
p p
ν µ
=
l + p
l
+
+
l + p
l
+
l + p
l
+
l + p
l
where
≡
bα
iγαγ5
+O(b2)
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represents the linear bα insertion to the (internal) fermion lines.
By power counting, Πµνbb (p,m, b), Π
µν
b (p,m, b) and Π
µν
0 (p,m) are respectively logarith-
micaly, linearly and quadratically divergent in the ultra-violet region. Of course, a regu-
larization procedure is needed: in order to preserve as much as possible the symmetries
of the classical theory (3) (i.e. gauge invariance), the Pauli-Villars-Rayski (P-V-R) reg-
ularization prescription will be employed [10]. In this scheme, auxiliary fermion masses
satisfying specific conditions are introduced. The original theory is recovered at the end of
the calculations, by taking arbitrary large values for the auxiliary masses.
Let us recall also that thanks to gauge invariance, the degree of divergence of the tensor
Πµν0 (p), identical to the pure QED sector, is reduced from 2 to 0 (logarithmic divergence).
To be consistent with the P-V-R scheme, the tensor Πµν(p,m, b) must be regulated as a
whole object, which implies the replacement of expression (6) by the sum
Πµν(p, b) =
N∑
i=0
ci (Π
µν
0 (p,mi) + Π
µν
b (p,mi, b) + Π
µν
bb (p,mi, b)) , (9)
where each term in the r.h.s. of (9) retains the original functional form, except the fact
that m → mi (note also that we consider the same Lorentz breaking parameter b
α for all
fermions). By analysing the structure of (9), it can be shown that, for auxiliary masses
satisfying the conditions:
a)
∑N
i=0 ci = 0, (10)
b)
∑N
i=0 cim
2
i= 0,
the divergences in Πµν(p,m, b) all disappear. In the above expressions, c0 = 1 and m0 = m
is the electron mass.
The results may be written as‡
Πµν0 (p,mi) = [g
µνp2 − pµpν ]Π0(p
2, mi), (11)
‡Details on that calculation will be published elsewhere.
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Πµνb (p,mi, b) = ǫ
µναβpαbβΠb(p
2, mi), (12)
Πµνbb (p,mi, b) = A((p.b)
2, b2, p2, mi)g
µν + B(p2, mi)b
µbν +
+ C(p2, mi)(p.b)(b
µpν + bνpµ) + D((p.b)2, b2, p2, mi)p
µpν , (13)
where
Π0(p
2, mi) = i
e2
12π2
{
log
m2i
m2
− p2
∫ 1
0
dz
[1− 2Z − 8Z2]
2∆i
}
,
Πb(p
2, mi) = i
e2
2π2
{
p2
∫ 1
0
dz
Z
∆i
}
,
A((p.b)2, b2, p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{
b2
6
log
m2i
m2
+
∫ 1
0
dz
[
−1− 4Z + 8Z2
12∆i
b2p2 +
Z2
∆i
(b.p)2+
+
Z2
2[∆i]2
p2[(b · p)2 − b2p2]
]}
, (14)
B(p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{
−
1
6
log
m2i
m2
+ p2
∫ 1
0
dz
[
1 + 10Z − 8Z2
12∆i
+
Z2
[∆i]2
p2
]}
,
C(p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{∫ 1
0
dz
[
−
Z(1− 2Z)
∆i
−
Z2
[∆i]2
p2
]}
,
D((p.b)2, b2, p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{∫ 1
0
dz
[
3Z2
∆i
b2 + 2
Z3
[∆i]2
((p.b)2 + b2p2)
]}
.
In those expressions, we have set
Z = z(1 − z),
∆i = m
2
i − z(1− z)p
2.
Moreover, to simplify our results we used some integration by parts on z and the symmetry
of the integral when z is changed into (1 − z) : this allows us to rewrite the integrands as
functions of Z.
A few comments are in order :
• The scale in the logarithms has been (arbitrarily) chosen to be the electron mass,
thanks to the condition (10-a)
∑i=N
i=0 ci = 0 .
• Since Πµνb vanishes at p
2 = 0, no Chern-Simons-like term appear [7].
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• The vacuum polarization tensor is no longer transverse as :
pνΠ
µν = [A+ (p.b)2C+ p2D]pµ + (p.b)[B+ p2C]bµ
and neither of the two square brackets vanish (just look at the logarithms). Moreover,
no local counterterm can be added in order to recover transversality. Then gauge
invariance is definitely broken in that scheme. This might be a consequence of our
specific expansion in bα and, indeed, in the scheme of section 3, we shall recover gauge
invariance at the one loop level by introducing new missing Feynman graphs, which
ammounts to consider all possible permutations among photon and bα linear insertions
as, for example, in the case of the gauge-invariant (finite) result for the α2 amplitude
of Delbrck scattering in ordinary QED.
• The ”infinite” renormalization of the vacuum polarization tensor then requires the
following counterterm :
−
e2
12π2
[
i=N∑
i=0
ci log
m2i
m2
]{
1
4
FµνF
µν − b2AµA
µ + (bµA
µ)2
}
(15)
The O(b2) part of this counterterm is absent in the classical Lagrangian density, breaks
gauge invariance and moreover seems to generate a b dependent mass for the photon.
• Once the previously defined ”infinite” renormalization has been done, note that, con-
trarily to Πµν0 and Π
µν
b , Π
µν
bb (p,mi, b) does not vanish at p
2 = 0 . Denoting as Π(R)µν
the renormalized vacuum polarization tensor§, one gets :
Π
(R)µν
p2=0 =
= −i
e2
π2
∫ 1
0
dz
[
Z2
m2
(b.p)2gµν −
Z(1− 2Z)
m2
(b.p)(bµpν + bνpµ) + (
3Z2
m2
b2 +
2Z3
m4
(b.p)2)pµpν
]
=
§Once the counterterm (15) has been added, the limit mi−→∞ may be safely taken, except for
i = 0 where m0 = m and c0 = 1
8
= −i
e2
10m2π2
[
1
3
(b.p)2gµν − (b.p)(bµpν + bνpµ) + (b2 +
(p.b)2
7m2
)pµpν
]
Then, if one tried to enforce the normalization condition
Π
(R)µν
p2=0 = 0 ,
a necessary condition for the photon to remain massless, an extra finite counterterm
would be required but, due to the last term, it would have a canonical dimension 6,
e2
70(m2)2π2
bαbβ(∂α∂µA
µ)(∂β∂νA
ν) (16)
which breaks renormalizability.
All this rules out this approximation scheme and we now consider the usual ”perturbative
approach”.
III. THE VACUUM POLARIZATION TENSOR IN EXTENDED QED: GAUGE
INVARIANT APPROACH
If we no longer restrict ourselves to the linear approximation for the fermion propagator,
two new Feynman graphs have to be added in the calculation of Πµνbb (p,m, b) :
Π˜µνbb (p,m, b) = e
2
∫
d4l
(2π)4
{Tr[γµS2(l)γ
νS0(l + p)] + Tr[γ
µS0(l)γ
νS2(l + p)]} (17)
Diagrammaticaly, the new graphs are represented by (the series)
... +
l + p
l
+
l + p
l
The result may be written as ∗∗
∗∗Details on that calculation will be published elsewhere.
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Π˜µνbb (p,mi, b) = A˜((p.b)
2, b2, p2, mi)g
µν + B˜(p2, mi)b
µbν +
+ C˜(p2, mi)(p.b)(b
µpν + bνpµ) + D˜((p.b)2, b2, p2, mi)p
µpν , (18)
where
A˜((p.b)2, b2, p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{
−
b2
6
log
m2i
m2
+
∫ 1
0
dz
[
1− 8Z − 8Z2
12∆i
b2p2 +
4Z2
∆i
(b.p)2+
+
2Z3
[∆i]2
p2(b · p)2 −
Z2
2[∆i]2
(p2)2b2
]}
, (19)
B˜(p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{
1
6
log
m2i
m2
−
∫ 1
0
dz
[
(1− 4Z)(1 + 2Z)
12∆i
p2
]}
, (20)
C˜(p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{∫ 1
0
dz
[
−
2Z2
∆i
]}
, (21)
D˜((p.b)2, b2, p2, mi) = −i
e2
π2
{∫ 1
0
dz
[
Z(1− Z)
2∆i
b2 +
Z2(3− 4Z)
4[∆i]2
b2p2 − 2
Z3
[∆i]2
(p.b)2
]}
. (22)
As in Section 2, our results were simplified thanks to integration by parts on z and the
symmetry of the integral when z is changed into (1− z) and we have set
Z = z(1 − z),
∆i = m
2
i − z(1− z)p
2.
When these results are combined with those in Section 2, the full tensor Π¯µνbb (p,m, b)
simplifies to :
Π¯µνbb (p,m, b) = −i
e2
π2
{−Xµν + Y µν}
∫ 1
0
dz
[
Z
∆i
+
Z2
[∆i]2
p2
]
, (23)
where we have introduced the two transverse tensors of dimension 4, quadratic in bα :
a)Xµν = b2(gµνp2 − pµpν)
b)Y µν = gµν(p.b)2 + p2bµbν − (p.b)(pµbν + pνbµ). (24)
Again, a few comments are in order:
• With that double expansion in bα and ~ , gauge invariance holds at the regularized
level and then we also checked that no ultra-violet divergence remains in the full Π¯µνbb .
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Then the solely required ”infinite” renormalization of the vacuum polarization tensor
is the standard QED one
−
e2
12π2
[
i=N∑
i=0
ci log
m2i
m2
]{
1
4
FµνF
µν
}
. (25)
• Since Πµνb vanishes at p
2 = 0, no Chern-Simons-like term appear [7].
• However, Π¯µνbb (p,mi, b) still does not vanish at p
2 = 0. Denoting as Π¯(R)µν the renormal-
ized vacuum polarization tensor (again, once the QED counterterm has been added,
the limit mi−→∞ may be taken, except for i = 0 where m0 = m and c0 = 1), one
gets:
Π¯
(R)µν
p2=0 = −i
e2
6π2m2
[
gµν(p.b)2 + b2pµpν − (p.b)(pµbν + pνbµ)
]
.
Then, we have two possibilities:
– in a kind of ”minimal subtraction” (let us recall that the infinite subtraction has
been done (25)), this non-vanishing behaviour might indicate a non vanishing
mass for the photon - despite the validity of gauge invariance. In subsection 4.2,
we shall analyse this possibility through the Schwinger-Dyson equation;
– in a more standard way, one may enforce the normalization condition
Π¯
(R)µν
p2=0 = 0
in order to the photon remain massless ( see subsection 4.1): then an extra finite
counterterm is required. Among those possible which compensate the previous
quantity up to p2 = 0 vanishing contributions
i
e2
6π2m2
[
gµν(p.b)2 + b2pµpν − (p.b)(pµbν + pνbµ)
]
+O(p2) =
= i
e2
6π2m2
[Y µν −Xµν ] +O′(p2),
11
we choose the unique gauge invariant term:
e2
6π2m2
[
gµν(bαFαµ)(b
βFβν)−
b2
4
FµνF
µν
]
. (26)
Let us now discuss more precisely the consequences of the Lorentz breaking on the photon
mass and the Lamb-Shift.
IV. PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE LORENTZ BREAKING
In order to obtain the full photon propagator, the Schwinger-Dyson equation must be
solved [11]. In a given order of the perturbative series, it implies the summation of an infinite
set of proper Feynman diagrams. In this way, as
(G0
−1)µν = i[p2gµν − (1−
1
α
)pµpν ]
is the inverse of the QED free photon propagator, the Schwinger-Dyson equation ††
(G−1)µν = (G−10 )
µν − Π¯(R)µν(p,m, b)
leads us to
(G−1)µν = i
[
A′gµν +B′bµbν + C ′(bµpν + bνpµ) +D′pµpν + E ′ǫµναβpαbβ
]
, (27)
where the values of the functions A′, B′, C ′, D′ and E ′ depend on the finite subtraction (the
normalisation condition).
From (27) we obtain the inverse tensor:
Gµν = −i
[
A′′gµν +B
′′bµbν + C
′′(bµpν + bνpµ) +D
′′pµpν + E
′′ǫµναβp
αbβ
]
, (28)
††Recall that the renormalized tensor Π¯(R)µν(p,m, b) is obtained after addition of the infinite and
eventually of the finite counterterms (resp (25) and (26)): then the limit mi−→∞, i 6= 0 , may be
taken.
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where‡‡
A′′ =
A′
Deno1
,
B′′ =
p2E ′2
A′[Deno1]
−
A′B′ + p2(B′D′ − C ′2)
A′[Deno2]
,
C ′′ = −
(p.b)E ′2
A′[Deno1]
−
A′C ′ − (p.b)(B′D′ − C ′2)
A′[Deno2]
, (29)
D′′ =
b2E ′2
A′[Deno1]
−
A′D′ + b2(B′D′ − C ′2)
A′[Deno2]
,
E ′′ = −
E ′
Deno1
,
We now discuss successively the case when a normalisation condition is imposed as well as
the “minimal subtraction” scheme.
A. With the Normalization Condition Π¯
(R)µν
p2=0
= 0
In this case:
A′NC = p
2
{
1 +
e2
2π2
[
p2β(p2, m2) + [(p.b)2 − p2b2]χ(p2, m2)
]}
,
B′NC =
e2
2π2
(p2)2χ(p2, m2),
C ′NC = −
e2
2π2
(p2)(p.b)χ(p2, m2), (30)
D′NC =
1− α
α
+
e2
2π2
[−p2β(p2, m2) + p2b2χ(p2, m2)],
E ′NC = −
e2
2π2
p2γ(p2, m2),
where:
‡‡We have defined:
Deno1 = A′2 + [p2b2 − (p.b)2]E′2,
Deno2 = A′[A′ + b2B′ + 2(p.b)C ′ + p2D′] + [p2b2 − (p.b)2](B′D′ − C ′2).
Note that if (G−1)µν were purely transverse (A′+(p.b)C ′+p2D′ = (p.b)B′+p2C ′ = 0), the inversion
would not be possible as Deno2 ≡ 0.
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β(p2, m2) =
∫ 1
0
dz
[1− 2Z − 8Z2]
12∆0
χ(p2, m2) =
2
p2
∫ 1
0
dz
{[
Z
∆0
+
Z2
[∆0]2
p2
]
−
[
Z
m2
]}
= 2
∫ 1
0
dz Z2
[
1
m2∆0
+
1
[∆0]2
]
(31)
γ(p2, m2) =
∫ 1
0
dz
Z
∆0
.
The functions β, χ and γ are finite at p2 = 0:
β(0, m2) = 1/(30m2) , χ(0, m2) = 2/(15m4) , γ(0, m2) = 1/(6m2) .
We obtain:
Deno1 ≃ A′
2
NC ≃ (p
2)2
{
1 +
e2
π2
[
p2β(p2, m2) + [(p.b)2 − p2b2]χ(p2, m2)
]}
Deno2 ≃
(p2)2
α
[
1 +
e2
2π2
p2β(p2, m2)
]
.
As a consequence:
A′′ ≃
1
p2
{
1−
e2
2π2
[
p2β(p2, m2) + [(p.b)2 − p2b2]χ(p2, m2)
]}
B′′ ≃ −
e2
2π2
χ(p2, m2),
C ′′ ≃
e2
2π2
(p.b)
(p2)
χ(p2, m2), (32)
D′′ ≃ −
1
(p2)2
{
1− α +
e2
2π2
[
−p2β(p2, m2) + p2b2χ(p2, m2)
]}
,
E ′′ ≃
e2
2π2
1
p2
γ(p2, m2)) .
So, we have checked that, as a consequence of the normalization condition Π¯
(R)µν
p2=0 = 0,
the photon remains massless.
If one expands the vacuum polarisation tensor around p2 = 0, one obtains a new contri-
bution to the Lamb-shift. We consider a static configuration where p2 = −~p2 and extract
from (32) an approximate expression for the Coulomb interaction:
e2
~p2
[
1 +
e2~p2
60π2m2
{
1− 4
[
(~p.~b)2
m2~p2
+
b2
m2
]}]
.
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As a consequece, the effect of Lorentz breaking on that part of the Lamb-shift is drastically
tiny (recall that |b/m| < 10−22 ( [14])).
B. “Minimal Subtraction” Case
If only the infinite counterterm (25) is added, one obtains:
A′MS = p
2 +
e2
2π2
[
(p2)2β(p2, m2) + [(p.b)2 − p2b2]φ(p2, m2)
]
,
B′MS =
e2
2π2
p2φ(p2, m2),
C ′MS = −
e2
2π2
(p.b)φ(p2, m2), (33)
D′MS =
1− α
α
+
e2
2π2
[−p2β(p2, m2) + b2φ(p2, m2)],
E ′MS = −
e2
2π2
p2γ(p2, m2),
where:
β(p2, m2) =
∫ 1
0
dz
[1− 2Z − 8Z2]
12∆0
φ(p2, m2) = 2
∫ 1
0
dz
[
Z
∆0
+
Z2
[∆0]2
p2
]
(34)
γ(p2, m2) =
∫ 1
0
dz
Z
∆0
.
The functions β(p2, m2), φ(p2, m2) and γ(p2, m2) are finite at p2 = 0 :
β(0, m2) = 1/(30m2) , φ(0, m2) = 1/(3m2) , γ(0, m2) = 1/(6m2) .
We now obtain:
Deno1 ≃ A′
2
MS ≃ p
2
{
p2 +
e2
π2
[
(p2)2β(p2, m2) + [(p.b)2 − p2b2]φ(p2, m2)
]}
Deno2 ≃
(p2)2
α
{
1 +
e2
2π2
p2β(p2, m2)
}
.
As a consequence, a shift of the zero mass pole seems to happen. Indeed, if one expands
Deno1 and Deno2 near p2 = 0, one gets
Deno1 ≃ p2
{
p2 +
e2
π2
[
(p.b)2φ(0, m2)] +O(p2)
]}
≃ p2[p2 + µ2] , Deno2 ≃
(p2)2
α
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with
µ2 ≃
e2
π2
(p.b)2
3m2
.
However, this “tachyon-like” singularity is not so simple to interpret due to its p dependence
and we shall not pursue that direction.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we presented two calculations for the 1-loop vacuum polarization tensor
in the Lorentz and PCT violating QED defined by (1). This was done using the canonical
perturbation theory and the P-V-R regularization scheme. In a first approximation we
consider the electron propagator as “dressed’ up to first order in b. This scheme breaks
gauge invariance and we argue it should not be considered. In a second calculation, we
consider the complete expansion to second order in b. Gauge invariance is then recovered
and we discussed the normalisation conditions that might be added in order the photon to
remain massless. Let us remark that our calculation for the Πµνbb part allows us to correct a
sign error in a previous calculation (formula (20) of [15]).
The full photon propagator is then obtained through the Schwinger-Dyson equation
allowing a detailed analysis of its singular structure. In particular, we found that in a
“minimal scheme” without normalisation condition, a new tachyonic-like pole appears. On
the contrary, if the vacuum polarisation tensor is normalised such that it vanishes at p2 = 0,
no spurious pole appears and the photon remains massless. The effect on the Lamb-shift
comming from the dependence on b of the vacuum polarisation appears to be quite negligible.
Further investigations concerning the full 1-loop renormalization of the extend QED as
well as its thermal version is now in progress and will be reported in a forthcoming paper
[16].
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